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“What happened to Mike? What made him become so powerful from an ordinary
person?”

This is the doubt of everyone.

“Check! Investigate quickly!”

“And where is Mike going next?”

“Go to Jianghai to deal with Levi’s mother!”

“What the hell is he going to do? His behavior is abnormal!”

…

Tiance Mansion and Colin have already taken action.

Special personnel were also sent to Jiangbei.

Little did he know that Mike was sent to test their hole cards.

The Lab of the Gods is strong enough to explode.

But no one knows the real core hole cards.

Even Richard didn’t know it himself.

Levi was digging and exploring step by step.



On the contrary, no one knows the true strength of Morendam’s Baolong clan and
Tiance Mansion.

Need to be tested.

When the Policy House took action that day, it had already entered the game.

Mike didn’t hide it either, and swaggered to deal with Levi’s mother.

The news spread quickly.

In the past, Levi’s secret team all came out to protect Ollie.

Wen Lei and Regina went there as soon as they learned that Porter’s family was
in trouble.

“The king died side by side, and his mother must have nothing to do!”

More and more people went to Jianghai to protect Ollie.

…

A big battle will begin.

Mike swaggered to Jianghai, and encountered many Lords’ blockade.

All came to stop him.

But Mike is too strong.

He is a pure energy body that satisfies Richard and the Gods Lab!

He is unmatched.

Stop his Lord, kill as many as he comes.



No one can stop it at all.

The Lords who guarded Ollie were beginning to panic.

Mike is indestructible and cannot be defeated.

Can they hold it?

Shortly after.

Mike has arrived at Porter’s house.

Porter had already gathered countless Lords inside and outside his home.

The people arranged by Tiance Mansion Colin and the others also arrived.

Mike looked at the dense crowd and sneered: “I’m here today only to kill Levi’s
mother! If others stop me, come and kill one!”

Arrogant!

overbearing!

But it stems from strong strength!

“With us, don’t try to move Mr. Garrison’s mother at all!”

The guarding Lords regard death as home.

“kill!”

Mike started killing like a god of death from hell.

The pure energy body is really too powerful.

Don’t talk about killing.



I can’t even touch it.

…

Soon Mike’s bones became mountains and blood flowed into rivers.

No matter what kind of Lord is not an order of magnitude.

Mike is like a god like a devil.

“Want to escape? Impossible!”

Mike’s consciousness covered the entire area, and he found that someone was
going to take Ollie to escape.

“boom!”

He disappeared instantly.

When he reappeared, he was already in the woods behind Porter’s house.

Directly block Ollie.

“You all go, he wants my life! Don’t make unnecessary sacrifices!”

Ollie tried her best to let the person protecting her leave.

She didn’t want to see anyone shed blood and sacrifice for her.

“No! There is something wrong with Mr. Garrison, you can’t do anything!”

A group of people are very firm.

“Come on, we are entangled, you take people away!”

A group of Lords immediately killed Mike.



It’s just that Mike passed through them in an instant.

Several people burst open instantly.

“Do you think you can leave from my hands? Wishful thinking!”

Mike sneered.

He appeared directly in front of Ollie and grabbed her.

“boom!”

But at this moment, someone suddenly appeared and forced Mike back with a
blunt punch.

Wen Lei is here!

“Regina, take your aunt with you! I’ll deal with him!”

Wen Lei said.

Regina didn’t talk nonsense, and immediately took Ollie away.

The corner of Mike’s mouth raised a sneer: “You have a bit of strength! You have
plenty of strength!”

“But when you meet me, you have to die! You can’t protect her!”
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“Really? That’s not necessarily true!”

Wen Lei shot directly.

Wen Lei is also super powerful now.



The use of physical power has reached the point of superb.

“Boom boom boom…”

This time Mike met his opponent.

It’s not like everyone who met before was easy to kill in seconds.

Wen Lei suppressed him tightly for a while.

A fist hit Mike abruptly.

But Mike will recover after deforming or injured.

Not affected at all.

The rapid recovery of his body is different from those with supernatural powers.

He is a pure energy body, there is no fixed body in the first place.

It’s all made up of energy.

Wen Lei attacked like wind and rain.

Mike could not be hurt at all.

unstoppable!

Mike showed the horror of a pure energy body.

No matter how strong Wen Lei’s moves and strength are, he can’t be hurt!

Mike just stood there and let Wen Lei fight, but he couldn’t kill him.

“It’s me!”



Because of the limited attack power of the previous two pure energy bodies, Mike
has been greatly improved.

Mike’s offensive power is terrifying.

“boom!”

Mike slammed a punch domineeringly.

“puff!”

Wen Lei was beaten out.

After all, she still couldn’t resist Mike.

Wen Lei got up again and continued to attack.

But Mike was too strong, Wen Lei flew out again.

Mike shocked Morendam in the first battle!

The news also reached God of War Industry and was quickly known to Wesley
Alton.

“The boss should know, but now we don’t know where the boss is in retreat!
Then let’s set out to save people!”

As soon as Wesley and the others were about to set off, they were stopped by
the Common Killer God.

“You have a heavier task, and you can’t be exposed! No one is paying attention
to you now. If you are exposed, Mr. Garrison’s plan will be more difficult next! I
just go!

Commoner Killing God set off immediately.



…

Mike didn’t want to continue entangled with Wen Lei.

After he repelled Wen Lei, he immediately pursued it.

Although Regina took Ollie away very far.

But Mike still caught up.

“You can’t escape from my Wuzhishan!”

Mike sneered.

The Lords sent by Tiance Mansion and Colin blocked Mike for the first time.

But still invincible.

All were beaten out.

Let alone Regina, none of them were Mike’s opponents.

Wen Lei is also stronger.

Can be entangled for a while.

“Forget it, let him kill me! Mike, I just beg you to let the others go!”

Ollie did not want to see more sacrifices.

“Impossible! I am here!”

A cold shout came.

The commoner killer appeared.



The Tiance Mansion, which was preparing for a big move, stopped.

With this appearance, can’t Mike make a difference?

All Morendam are paying attention to this battle.

Not to mention Richard and the others, they are paying attention all the time.

The commoner killer god is consecrated on the East Island and has a high
position in the hearts of everyone.

Now that he appeared, everyone was at ease.

With him, all problems can be solved.

Even Ollie and Regina think so.

The commoner is here to kill God, and Mike will definitely lose.

When Commoner came to kill God, Richard directly gave Mike an order: “Kill
him!”

“understand!”

…

A big battle began.

The Common Killer showed his true strength without reservation.

Take everything to the extreme.

After Levi’s guidance, Commoner Killing God’s strength has come to an
unprecedented realm.

The world has seen a powerful commoner killer god!



But Mike is even more terrifying!

He is immortal!

No matter how terrifying the Common Killing God is, he can’t kill him.

Not even injured!

This is the horror of pure energy bodies!

After a fierce battle, Mike began to fight back…

The Common Killer gradually couldn’t resist it!

In the end, Commoner was defeated!

Was beaten to the point where there is no counterattack!
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Commoner is defeated!

Morendam is dead!

“What kind of monster is this?”

“The Commoner Killing God is defeated? Who can be the opponent?”

…

Richard was pleased.



Mike’s ability to defeat Commoner Killing God gave him a lot of satisfaction.

The commoner killed the god East Island in the first battle to enshrine the gods
and wiped out the Black Sun organization.

In Morendam, and even the whole world, the position is very important.

To defeat him is equivalent to pulling the gods off the altar.

For the first time, the core executives of the Gods Lab sent a message to praise
Richard.

And give him more authority and status.

This made Richard very excited.

I want to create more pure energy body to go to Morendam.

He was already thinking about the picture of Logan and Mann’s family who all
turned into pure energy bodies and became disasters in Morendam…

“Go on! Use Levi’s mother to force Tiance Mansion to take action!”

Richard gave orders to Mike.

…

In the field.

Mike stepped on the commoner to kill the gods. He sneered and said: “As long
as I use a little harder, he will die!”

“Today, let me see who can keep Levi’s mother?”

Thousands of people have come here after hearing the news, most of them are
Levi’s old ministry, or are related.



Swear to protect Ollie.

It can be seen that the powerful commoner has defeated the killer.

Everyone was silent.

How can this be played?

Don’t look at so many people, you can’t protect them at all.

Mike is too strong!

All agencies are observing and analyzing Mike.

His level of danger has skyrocketed!

No one knows how the key Mike became stronger.

The senior officials of Colin directly called Tiance Mansion and asked Tiance
Mansion to send a Lord to stop Mike.

Mike will become a disaster if this continues!

Tiance Mansion agreed, and it was already making arrangements.

It will arrive soon, but it will take a while.

After all, the real Lords of Tiance Mansion were unable to retreat.

It hasn’t even appeared in decades or hundreds of years, and even people in
Tiance Mansion have not seen it.

And its nature is the same as the Baolong clan.

Only in times of crisis in Morendam will be shot.



That’s right.

Mike is very strong now.

But it has not yet become a disaster in the Great Xia.

It stands to reason that in order to save a person, Tiance Mansion and Baolong
clan would not make a move.

It was because of Levi’s merits that he made the move.

It’s great to be able to send someone.

“Tiance Mansion has sent a Lord, but it will take a while, we have to withstand it!”

“We need to unite!”

Wen Lei, who had recovered a little bit, began to organize everyone to guard.

Ollie advised everyone to hand over themselves.

But is it actually Ollie that everyone is guarding?

In fact, the family is guarding this land…

Ollie has evolved into a spiritual symbol.

Anything can fall, she can’t!

“Can you stop it?”

Mike sneered.

Wen Lei teamed up with Lords from all sides and began to deal with Mike.

After getting out of his body, the Common Killer also joined the battle group.



I have to say that the effect of someone’s command is really good.

At least we can maximize everyone’s role, so that Mike will not be easily defeated
one by one.

But Mike is too strong.

Everyone unites, plays their respective roles, and maximizes their strength.

In fact, there is no harm to Mike, it can only delay the time and drag the power to
Tiance Mansion.

But it has been very effective.

Able to hold Mike for a while.

Seeing the other party’s purpose, Mike directly increased his attack.

…

Originally everyone wanted to delay it for half an hour, and the strong of Tiance
Mansion would definitely be able to arrive.

But Mike speeded up.

ten minutes!

In just ten minutes, Wen Lei, Common Killer and other Lords were all blasted off.

None of the thousands of Lords stood.

Wen Lei couldn’t get up even if they wanted to.

Only Ollie is left.

Mike appeared in front of Ollie instantly.



“Now I see who can save you?”
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“no, do not want!!!”

Wen Lei shouted heartbreakingly.

But I can only watch.

Helpless!

Now no one can be Mike’s opponent except for the powerhouse of Tiance
Mansion.

“Kill her! We don’t need her to threaten anyone. Killing her can force Tiance
Mansion to take action!”

Richard’s order came in Mike’s ear.

“it is good!”

“kill!”

Mike punched Ollie with a punch.

This punch made Ollie disappear on the spot.

Wen Lei, Regina and they all cried.

I don’t want to watch this scene.

They still didn’t keep it!

At the critical moment, a black shadow appeared at a speed that Mike hadn’t
even noticed.



“boom!”

The opponent also punched Mike abruptly.

Afterwards, this person grabbed Ollie and left directly, turning into a flash of
lightning and disappearing on the spot.

Mike immediately caught up.

The person was so fast that people didn’t react.

But Mike was able to catch up.

However, a Lord appeared midway to stop Mike.

Even if Mike was killed on the spot, it also extended the time.

Moreover, it was blocked by stages, with about four or five waves of Lords
coming to block Mike.

Even if every wave of people was blocked for a few seconds, the total time was
enough for the mysterious person to take Ollie and escape.

After Mike clears the obstacles, where are there people?

Even if it was as strong as him, there was no trace of it.

The mysterious man ran out of sight long ago.

Mike was dumbfounded.

Everyone was dumbfounded.

Obviously the other party came prepared.

Even the people who were blocking were selected, in order to save them.



“Who? Who is it?”

Everyone was dumbfounded.

This is by no means a strong man in Tiance Mansion.

If the powerhouse of Tiance Mansion would not secretly save people away, he
would do it directly.

So who is saving people?

People related to Levi are here.

The common killing gods are here.

The secret teams are also here.

Who can it be?

Besides, it is still so strong that it can take people away from Mike.

It’s equivalent to pulling a tooth from a tiger’s mouth.

This strength is far less than Commoner Killing God.

He had no confidence in taking people away from Mike.

And this person should be very familiar with Mike’s strength, never entangled for
half a minute, just run with someone.

And block by section, delay the time to escape.

This is carefully prepared.

Senseless.



All dumbfounded.

Everyone is wondering who took Ollie away?

After thinking about it, there is no such person.

The commoner kills the gods in a daze.

He was the only person present who knew that Levi was still alive.

Could it be that Levi took the shot?

But according to Levi’s character, how could he leave after saving people?

Will definitely kill Mike.

What’s more, he is still in retreat.

Impossible.

Could it be Wesley and them.

But Commoner Killing God is very familiar with them. These people are very
strong, but they are not strong enough to save people from Mike.

So who is this person?

The most dumbfounded is Mike!

He was going to explode.

Since coming to Morendam, he has always controlled everything like a god.

But at a critical time, someone saved someone from him.

This is a shame!



Mike was very angry.

Richard was even more angry.

“What’s the matter with Mike? Let people rescue people from you? Useless
waste! Can’t kill even an ordinary person! Waste! Waste!”

…

Mike became even more angry when he heard Richard’s reprimand.

He jumped out immediately, blindly searching for Ollie.

He must kill this person!

Otherwise it will be a shame to him!

the other side.

Ollie has been rescued to a safe area.

Ollie looked at the stranger in front of her, thanked her, and asked, “Do you have
anything to do with our King’s Landing?”

“Well, it’s related! But I dare not get involved!”

The man answered.

“Then who are you? Can you tell me?”

Ollie was very curious.

“Of course, I am actually…”
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The man smiled and said, “Yes, they all call me the evil god of fire cloud!”

That’s right!

The person who rescued Ollie at the critical moment was Huoyun Cthulhu!

Since seeing that token, I can’t wait to be a slave behind Levi.

First he let go of Levi, and now he saves Levi’s mother.

It is still in the hands of partners to save people.

If Richard knew everything was done by the evil god Huoyun, he would vomit
blood.

After Huoyun Cthulhu told him the reason, he unconditionally believed that
Huoyun Cthulhu would cooperate with the Lab of the Gods.

Even in any situation, he would never doubt the Huoyun Cthulhu.

But who would have thought that the Evil God Huoyun would betrayed after
seeing that token.

Do this twice in a row.

“Huoyun Cthulhu??? Is it you?”

Ollie obviously knew the evil god Huoyun.



He was once instigated by the Black Sun organization and turned Levi into the
descendant of the Huoyun Cthulhu. He was endlessly pursued and killed.

Ollie was deeply impressed by this.

Unexpectedly, Huoyun Cthulhu would come to rescue her now.

“Sir, are you the Lord of our King’s Landing?”

Ollie asked curiously.

“Hey!”

Huoyun Cthulhu sighed.

How good is he?

To be Levi’s Lord?

Is he worthy?

Not necessarily worthy of being a servant!

“Old lady, rest here temporarily! It will be dangerous if you leave!”

The evil god of fire cloud arranged Ollie properly.

In fact, there is no need to worry about Ollie’s safety.

As long as the Fire Cloud Cthulhu raised his arms-this is the mother of the token
holder.

Then the ancient ethnic forces all over the world will work hard to protect them.

…



The Common Killer found Wesley and them for the first time.

Ask if they made the shot…

“It’s not us…”

“We are not strong enough!”

…

Everyone is blinded.

“Who do you think this person might be?”

The Common Killer asked Wesley to analyze.

It is possible that they know people that everyone does not know.

“I don’t know, I can’t think of it! Unless the boss himself! But the boss is still in
retreat!”

Everyone shook their heads.

Suzaku suggested: “Should I tell the boss about this matter? After all, his mother
matters a lot!”

The Common Killer shook his head: “No, let Mr. Garrison rest in peace! Since
this mysterious man saved the old lady, it means that the old lady is safe! I will
also look for it!”

“That’s true! Saving the old lady means that the old lady must be fine!”

…

Mike’s affairs in Morendam, for the core senior management of the Gods
Laboratory, were just watching a show.



The performance is good, they praise a few words, the performance is not good,
they don’t care.

What they are concerned about now is the dispatch of ancient forces and races
from all over the world.

Richard’s immediate boss and a few people playing Joker cards got together.

“We communicated with an ancient race in the depths of the Northern Continent
Ice Sheet! When we offered to cooperate with them and help them, we were
rejected!”

“We were rejected when we found the ancient blood family in Western
Continent!”

“But we also got a little bit of news-these ancient race forces are all dispatched, it
seems that they have seen some tokens and are looking for someone! But there
is too much news to find out! These ancient forces races are tight-lipped! Don’t
say anything! Don’t let other people participate! Participants die!”

…

Richard’s immediate boss sighed: “I hope it will be beneficial to us!”

On the other side, Mike did not find Ollie after looking around.

This made him angry.

Basically to the point where you will kill you when you see it!

This is what Richard allowed!

What he wants is to let Mike wreak havoc in Morendam.

“Presumptuous! How can Morendam let you go wild??”



There were cold shouts.

The real powerhouse of Tiance Mansion is here.

They found Mike.
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There were three people who found Mike.

Three middle-aged people.

Two men and one woman.

They were wearing long gowns and cloth shoes under their feet.

A dress from the Republic of Velador era.

But in fact they are from that era.

But the seemingly ordinary three people were sent by Tiance Mansion to
suppress Mike.

It is unimaginable.

…

The information that Richard scanned through Mike quickly allowed people to
inquire about the three people’s information.

The strong man who can be dispatched at this time definitely has a position in
Tiance Mansion.

So Richard has to pay attention.



I have to say that the intelligence agency of the Gods Laboratory is really
terrifying, and the world has all the information for nearly hundreds of years in
control.

In just a few seconds, the information of these three people has been found out.

Three people who disappeared!

To be precise, the three people who died!

In that turbulent age.

All three of them were short-lived and only appeared a few times.

And it was either in a major event or randomly appeared in some small places.

They are just like ordinary people who disappeared in the long river of history.

It was the same as the large number of people who starved to death at that time.

There is no difference between the sense of presence and which animals.

No one will pay attention.

No matter how to check it will not find it.

But the laboratories of the gods actually have their information.

These are the three wonders!

I was born with visions or weird things.

They were all abandoned by the family as monsters.

But in fact they were not dead, and they reappeared later.



Unexpectedly, these three people were selected by Tiance Mansion.

I have to say that the Gods Lab is horrible.

People like this have been found.

There is also information.

But what is the combat power of these three people? What will they do…

None of these gods’ laboratories knew.

But this is the beginning.

What Richard wanted was to dig out the hole cards of Tiance Mansion little by
little.

It is best to expose the major players.

Then study one by one, and work out a specific plan.

It’s the so-called knowing oneself and knowing the enemy.

“Test the strength of these three people!”

Richard ordered.

Mike immediately killed the three.

The three did not retreat and counterattack.

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”



…

The seemingly ordinary three palms are shot.

But it has a terrifying power like a stormy sea.

Directly blast Mike out.

When the three of them shot, they were obviously far above Wen Lei and
Commoner Killing God.

The three Wen Lei, Sarah and Regina all knew each other.

Because when the three of them first entered Tiance Mansion, these three were
guiding them.

Of course Jun Jun is cultivated by stronger people.

This time the Tiance Mansion sent these three great abilities out to give Mike
face.

“Take it down!”

The three big bosses shot together, directly trying to lock Mike.

Mike was immediately under pressure.

However, Mike’s physique is immortal, and no matter how much pressure the
three of them put on, it won’t hurt him at all.

Mike tried to fight back, but the three of them were very strong and could deal
with all his attacks.

So whoever is on both sides can’t help.

Mike and these three are of the same level.



Richard asked his men to analyze the combat power and strengths and
weaknesses of the three.

“It seems that the limit of Mike’s pure energy body has reached! It is almost the
same as these three! If we want to force the trump card of Tiance Mansion later,
the pure energy body will be upgraded! It just so happens that Nick succeeded in
the experiment today! Better than his Laozi! With Cross Wentao, Katie and others
have also succeeded! Send it over immediately!”

…

Next, Richard will send out more pure energy bodies, and one is stronger than
one.

After all, the physique of young people dominates.

“Mike withdraw first! Can’t consume it anymore!”

Under Richard’s order, Mike immediately evacuated.

Although these three people were powerful, they still let Mike escape.

I can’t catch up…

I thought Mike had retreated, and the danger was gone.

Where do I know that a greater danger is coming…


